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Our love
NOTE: The word "heart " appears approximately 1,000 times in the Bible.
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Channeled Message from Coeus —1/8/18
(D) I awoke to the song Drive By, by Train this morning and went into the living room. There was a threat of an ice storm, so I spent
the night at the farm/studio.
(D) “Oh I swear to you I’ll be there for you, this is not a drive by…”

Did you have a happy holidays?
(D) In a sweet little voice, “Of course I did, because you were in it.”
(D) I keep hearing the same words from that song, “Oh I swear to you I’ll be there for you, this is not a drive by…”

I’m just a shy guy looking for a good “scribe,” this is not a drive by…
Channeled messages from Coeus,
God of Intellect

It was a busy holiday for you,…
Please READ THEM IN ORDER. You
might want to read each one a couple
times; it helps. Coeus has a huge
vocabulary and is very selective of his
words.

(D) No worse than usual. There is a LOT of work.

…you had much to do. I made sure you wouldn’t miss a beat of my heart.

Coeus (my first encounter)— 12/7/17
Ed (Exclusively Diane's) — 12/8/17
Coeus & Cronus — 12/9/17
Coeus & Athena (the stone heart) —
12/13/17
Coeus (the little book) — 12/15/17
Coeus 12/17/17
Coeus (the lies & Hollywood)—
12/18/17
Coeus (vibration) — 12/19/17
Coeus (teaching through light)—
12/20/17
Coeus (explorer of truths)— 12/22/17
Coeus (time, shifts, slippage, & splits;
acted out!) — 12/24/17
Coeus (the divine marriage) —
12/25/17
Coeus (time loop variables) —
12/28/17
Coeus (Immanuel's wife &
simultaneous time events) — 12/31/17
Coeus & Cronus (the cup) — 1/2/18
Coeus (morning message on the pineal
and ascension) — 1/3/18
Coeus (evening message on Athena)
— 1/3/18
Coeus (morning message on testing
the spirits)— 1/4/18
Coeus (morning message; bad news)
1/5/18
Coeus (vibration) — 1/7/18
Coeus (our love) — 1/8/18
Coeus (wild fire) — 1/9/18
Coeus (lifted up) — 1/10/18
Coeus & Zeus (bindings) — 1/11/18
Coeus (feeling separation) — 1/13/18
Coeus (making strides) — 1/14/18
Coeus (weights of words) — 1/15/18
Coeus (word weights) — 1/18/18
Coeus (disclosure & revolution) —
1/19/18
Coeus (more disclosure) — 1/20/18
Coeus & Cronus (receptivity stimuli)
— 1/23/18
Coeus & Athena (using words wisely)
— 1/26/18
Holy Father — 1/30/18 (grace to thee)
Coeus & Athena — 1/31/18 (judgment
on the super blue blood moon)
Coeus — (time collapsing) 2/4/18
Coeus — ("Banana Gate") 2/5/18
Coeus — (healing needed) 3/7/18

One thing he certainly knows is how deep my love goes for him. When my book is available, you can read about it in the Astral Plane
chapter. He's the entity "Harry."

"Psychic" training and disclosure
Coeus — (over-soul memories) 2/9/18
Coeus & Me — (disclosure) 2/10/18

Update 1/9/18 —I was just re-reading this channeled messages, after I posted it on my FaceBook wall to make sure the link worked to
the message. When I got the the sentence above, "One thing he certainly knows...I heard the song from the BeeGees "How Deep is
Your Love." I went to click a play list of 70's songs in YouTube, and I noticed that the 3rd song in the list was How Deep is Your Love.

(D) I can feel a song coming on. I can actually “feel” a song coming on in my heart. He is so sweet.
(D) I think its Puppy Love by Donnie Osmond. “This is not a puppy love…”

And that’s entertainment. Or it should be good, clean fun, not Hollywood’s rancid means of controlling the masses
through thoughts of perversion of the mind with latitudes that exist.

Phoebe, Phoebe, Phoebe; simply put.
(D) That’s from a movie isn’t it? Judy, Judy, Judy. I’ll double-check.
NOTE: It’s Cary Grant that said it, but not in a movie, rather in reference to a movie called, Only Angels had Wings.

This being apart is very hard. This all came about when she asked me about our relationship. You see, she feels
doubts. Her mind and heart don’t synchronize to the truths; because bodily supplications exist that enhance the
knowingness of the heart.

She knows that our love is great, but her body says, “it’s a lie.” It’s a fortuitous foe.
(D) He wants me to explain. I’ll do it at the end of your messages.

Your willingness to deliver these fine messages of truths exists throughout your need to explain your bodily
dilemma.
(D) That statement couldn't be more true. The truths are far more important than my "human feelings, which is why I didn't want to
interrupt him with his messages.
(D) I think that’s it for the day. Chris entered the room to make coffee.
(D) So I’ll briefly explain. Being in a physical body, I can be affected by “mans” rules and writings.; everything that Coeus talks about. I
discovered that nearly everything that was written about Coeus and me; Athena is wrong, yet I question the one thing; the heart and
where his belongs. In Greek mythology, Phoebe is reported to be Coeus’ sister and said to be his wife. To be honest, I’m not even
sure that is accurately recorded in mythology, yet I let it bother me, thinking that I’m the “other woman,” which is silly.
Love is our true state of being, but being in a body suit with a "wall" between us, I'm unable to "see" the truths for myself.
Coeus knows everything, because he is MY scribe for the Etheric records. So he not only knows my words and sees my actions, but
also my thoughts. He knows me better than I know myself as "Diane."
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Coeus Energies 3/2/18
Snake Animal Totem 3/15/18
The Wand (IDT to Coeus) 3/18/18
The Inter-dimensional Traveler
Wordpress blog:
Fourth Eye (4th Eye)
Ancestoral Baggage
My Body; My Vessel
My Dog the Shaman
My Tri-fold Heart
Earthbound Entities: Mystery
Revealed
Good Grief; Grieve!
Great Awakening Pains
A Soul Saved by Grace
Grounding with the Four
Elements
The Angel of Death
A Sign in a Rocky Meadow
A Portrait of a Spirit Guide
Respect in Mediumship
The True Understanding of Self
Visiting Limbo is Not Fun
Clearings — Dreams of an Old
Love
My Intent to Find a Treasure
Oops! The Gift of Manifestation
Wild About Gemstones!
The Violet Flame of
Transmutation
Walking on New Earth
Why Don't I Have Psychic
Abilities or Mediumship
Come Out of Your Spiritual
Closet!
Change Your Thoughts; Change
Your Life!
One Wrong Turn
Expanding Your Energy Field
Is it Loss, or Gain?
Beauty from the Ashes
Balancing, Cleansing, and
Spinning Your Chakras
Do You have Cracks in Your
Protection?
Inter-dimensional Time Travel —
Mystical Marriage
Are You a Way Shower?
A Healing Recipe for Success
ASK!
The Clarion Call
Vibrational Fequencies
Multi-dimensional Quandry
Ways to Raise Your Vibrations
Why Can't I Connect Easily with
My Guides and Angels?
Those Crazy Dreams
Kundalini Yoga — Awakening
Your Kundalini
Strange Dreams or are You
Parsing the Veil
Mediumship and Earthbound
Entities
The Bride of Christ Ceremony
NEW! The Horsewomen of
Revelation
Judgment
Time slips, slippage, Splits,
Shifts, & Loops
How to channel light beings
How Gods/Goddess Create!
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